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Abstract
Water plays a vital role in biological metabolism and it would be essential to trace the water content non-invasively,
such as leveraging the vibrational absorption peak of the O–H bond. However, due to the lack of an efficient laser
source, it was challenging to image the water content in the deep tissue with micron-level spatial resolution. To
address this problem, we develop a high-power hybrid optical parametrically-oscillating emitter (HOPE) at 1930 nm,
at which the vibrational absorption peak of the O–H bond locates. The maximum pulse energy is over 1.74 μJ with a
pulse repetition rate of 50 kHz and a pulse width of 15 ns. We employ this laser source in the optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) system to image the water content in the phantom and the biological tissue in vitro.
Our 1930-nm OR-PAM could map the water content in the complex tissue environment at high spatial resolution,
deep penetration depth, improved sensitivity, and suppressed artifact signal of the lipid.
Keywords: Fiber optical parametric oscillator, Thulium-doped fiber laser, Photoacoustic microscopy
Vibrational photoacoustic imaging (PAI) at the nearinfrared region provides a powerful label-free imaging
tool for sensing the chemical bonds in the deep tissue
[1–6]. Via the molecular overtone transitions and combinational band absorptions, the vibration-based PA signal could be generated for imaging the specific chemical
bond-rich tissues. It has been developed into multiple
branches, such as the high-speed intravascular vibrational photoacoustic catheter for imaging lipid-laden
plaques [7, 8], vibration-based photoacoustic tomography for mapping the margin of the breast cancer [9] and
the femoral nerves discriminated from the femoral artery
[10].
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Water is a vital component closely relevant to biological
metabolism. Mapping the water content would be beneficial to analyze the biological and pathological properties
of the cells, tissues, and organs. For the PAI technique, to
visualize the water content in the deep tissue with high
spatial resolution and good SNR, the laser source should
have high laser pulse energy, fast pulse repetition rate,
and accurate wavelength tunability at which water has
relatively strong absorption [11–14]. However, before
that, only a few works have been reported to use PAI to
image the water distribution due to the lack of suitable
laser sources. Xu et al. employed a tunable OPO laser
operating at around 1000 nm along with a photoacoustic
computed tomography system to image the water content in the phantom and mice’s brain [15, 16]. It indicated
that PAI could have the potential to image water distribution in the deep tissue.
Owing to the relatively low absorption of water at
around 1000 nm, it usually required milli-joule level pulse
energy, which may induce photodamage in the tissue. In
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addition, OPO laser with the high cost and low pulse repetition rate makes it not a perfect choice for high-speed
PAI for clinical applications. At the SWIR region (900–
2000 nm), the water has significantly stronger absorption,
involving multiple absorption peaks located at 975 nm,
1160 nm, 1450 nm, and 1930 nm [17]. Among them, the
absorption coefficient of water at 1930 nm is the strongest, reaching 117.6 cm−1. Moreover, the absorption of
lipid at 1930 nm is 2.11 cm−1, which is close to two orders
of magnitude smaller than the water’s absorption. The
initial PA amplitude could be expressed as, p0 = kŴµa F ,
where k is a constant related to the imaging system, Г is
the Grüeneisen parameter of the chromophore,µa is the
absorption coefficient, and F is the local laser fluence. For
the same laser and pulse energy, the PA signals generated
from different chromophores should be proportional to
Ŵµa. Therefore, the PA contrast of water versus lipid at
1930 nm could be expressed as Pwater/Plipid = (Гµa)water/
(Гµa)lipid. Because the Grüeneisen parameter of lipid and
water are 0.7–0.9 and 0.12 at 22 °C, respectively, the PA
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contrast of water versus lipid at 1930 nm is 7.7–10. From
the analysis above, vibration PAI at 1930 nm could image
the water content with higher sensitivity and finer signalto-noise ratio (SNR). Meanwhile, the artifact signal arising from the lipid in the complex environment could be
suppressed at 1930 nm. These features make 1930-nm
pulsed laser a suitable choice to map the water content
using the PAI technique.
Recently, the fiber lasers at the SWIR region have
drawn growing interests in biomedical imaging and biosensing [18–20]. Thulium-doped fiber amplifier (TDFA)
pumped by an Er/Yb-doped fiber laser provides the gain
over 30 dB in the wavelength range over 100 nm around
1900 nm. Empowered by the significant gain offered by
the Tm3 + ion, TDFL can be able to emit high-power
laser pulses with a high repetition rate for generating PA
signal efficiently [21–23]. In our previous works, a tunable thulium-assisted fiber optical parametric oscillator
(TAOPO) from 1700 to 2100 nm has been developed
with a pulse width of 2 ns at 3.2 MHz [23]. Hindered by

Fig. 1 a Schematic diagram of the hybrid optical parametrically-oscillating emitter (HOPE) at 1930 nm. b Optical-resolution photoacoustic
microscopy (OR-PAM). Col: collimator; M: mirror; Obj: Objective lens; UST: ultrasonic transducer; Amp: RF amplifier; DAQ: data acquisition card; PC:
personal computer.
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Fig. 2 a Output laser spectrum after the EDFA2 in Fig. 1a; b The relationship between the final output laser pulse energy and the pump power; c
1930-nm pulse train consisted of 1,225 subsequent laser pulses in temporal domain after the TDFA in Fig. 1a; d Pulse peak value histogram of (c).

the high repetition rate and insufficient gain inside the
fiber cavity, the maximum pulse energy is only ~ 162 nJ,
inadequate for biological tissue PAI at the SWIR region.
In this letter, we report a type of high-power all-fiber
hybrid optical parametrically-oscillating emitter at
1930 nm, and the system is abbreviated as HOPE here.
HOPE consists of a fiber optical parametric oscillator and
a segment of TDF, and it generates 15-ns laser pulses at
1930 nm with 1-nm bandwidth and single pulse energy
over 1.74 μJ at the pulse repetition rate of 50 kHz. To
verify the system performance, the volumetric water
content imaging experiment using a phantom and an invitro fresh biological tissue was conducted by launching
the output pulses of the HOPE system to a home-built
optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM)
system. Moreover, the performance of OR-PAM in imaging the water and lipid content of the adipose tissue are
explored and compared by using 1930-nm and 1750-nm
pulses.
Figure 1a depicts the schematic diagram of the 1930nm HOPE system. The pump for the parametric conversion process was seeded by a tunable laser source
(TLD). The output of the TLD was firstly amplified to 10
mW through a low-power erbium-doped fiber amplifier

(EDFA1) and then launched into a Mach–Zehnder amplitude modulator (AM) to generate rectangular pulses. The
AM was driven by a radio frequency (RF) signal with a
15 ns pulse width at a 50 kHz repetition rate which corresponds to a 0.075% duty ratio. Followed by that, a tunable
bandpass filter with 1-nm spectral bandwidth filtered the
undesired amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), and a
high power EDFA (EDFA2) was cascaded to boost the
average power of the laser pulse train to 2-W. The peak
power of the pulses after the EDFA2 was 2.67 kW. After
passing through a fiber circulator (CIR1), the high-energy
1560-nm pulsed laser was delivered into the cavity via a
1950/1550 nm fiber wavelength-division-multiplexing
coupler (WDM). The parametric conversion occurred
when the pump pulses passed through a spool of 50-m
highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF-SPINE, OFS), which performed as the parametric gain medium in the cavity. In
principle, distinct and narrowband gain regions can be
obtained when the pump was operating at the normal
dispersion regime [29]. Via carefully tuning the polarization state of the laser by the polarization controller (PC),
the four-wave mixing process could convert the pump
energy to a narrowband idler at the wavelength from
1800 to 2000 nm with pump wavelength tuned from 1541
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Fig. 3 a PA image of ultrasound gel mixed air bubbles. b The
time-domain PA signal of water and its frequency spectrum. c 2-D PA
image of the salmon fish belly. d Three-dimensional rendering view
of (c). e B-mode image of (c). Scale bars, 500 µm.

to 1563 nm. Subsequently, the idler was amplified via a
1-m TDF (OFS-TmDF200), in which the residual pump
at the 1550-nm band was further depleted for boosting
the idler power to enhance the cavity gain. In this process, the idler provided a narrowband seed signal to
TDF, which made the amplified output energy more concentrated in the wavelength of interest 1930 nm, which
results in the output laser pulse with an improved SNR.
After the TDF, the idler power was measured over 10 dB
higher than the residual pump in the optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA, Yokogawa, AQ6375). A 50/50 fiber coupler was connected to the TDF, of which one stream outputted the laser for external amplification and another
stream guided the idler back to the input port of the
cavity via the 1950-nm port of WDM. A spool of 200 m
single-mode fiber (SMF) was utilized to increase the cavity length, and the total length of the cavity is around
267 m, corresponding to the 750 kHz fundamental cavity repetition rate. It should be noted that the modulation repetition rate of the AM was set as 50 kHz rather
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than 750 kHz for higher pulse energy generation. The
output 1930-nm pulses were further boosted by another
TDFA outside the cavity with an extra 1.5-W pumping at
1650 nm. The final output average power of the 1930-nm
pulses was 53.4 mW, and the corresponding single pulse
energy is 1.07 μJ. The output spectra were captured by
the OSA, as shown in Fig. 2a. Nearly all of the residual
pump power from OPO and TDFA was depleted out, and
only amplified idler can be observed in the OSA. When
the pump wavelength was tuned from 1551 to 1559 nm,
the idler wavelength could be adjusted from 1877 to
1980 nm. It is worthy to note that the idler at around
1934 nm in Fig. 2a experienced the maximum gain at
TDF. The maximum gain was realized by adjusting the
TDF length via the cutting-back method to 7.86 m, where
the gain spectrum peak was moved to the desired wavelength, i.e., 1930 nm. The output power and pulse stability at this wavelength were further examined. Figure 2b
shows that the idler pulse energy increased linearly with
an increased pump power from 1 to 4 W. The maximum
pulse energy is 1.74 μJ. The temporal pulse train of the
output was measured with a real-time oscilloscope, as
shown in Fig. 2c, and its pulse intensity histogram was
shown in Fig. 2d. The standard deviation to the mean
ratio (std/mean) was calculated to be 3.86% over 1225
subsequent laser pulses. The 1930-nm pulses were delivered via a 0.5-m SMF to a transmission-mode OR-PAM
system (see Additional file 1).
The OR-PAM system in Fig. 1b is similar to the one in
our previous works [21]. The 1930-nm laser beam was
focused by an objective lens (0.1 NA, PlanN 4x, Olympus), transmitted through an optical window (UDP10,
Infrasil), which provided transmission over 95% at around
1930 nm, and then illuminated the sample to excite PA
signals. The sample was placed beneath the water with
a thin polyethylene membrane for isolation from the
water. The water at the sample surface and the water in
the tank performed as the acoustic coupling agent. The
whole water tank with the sample was mounted on an
X–Y-Z translational stage to conduct raster-scanning.
An ultrasonic transducer (V316, Olympus, 10 MHz) collected the PA wave at the same spot of light excitation
and converted it to electrical signals. The electrical signals were successively amplified by two cascaded RF lownoise amplifiers (ZFL-500LN + , Mini-Circuits, 28 dB),
and then filtered by a low-pass filter (BLP-10.7 + , MiniCircuits, DC-11 MHz) before being digitalized by an
oscilloscope (SDA8Zi-B, Teledyne LeCroy). The UT has
the center frequency at 10 MHz. Therefore, the sampling
rate of the oscilloscope was set to 100 MHz. And sampling length was selected to 500, which corresponds to a
5-μs time window. Considering the sound speed in tissue
(1.56 mm/μs), the traveling distance of the PA signal in
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Fig. 4 PA image of (a) water acquired by 1930-nm OR-PAM and b lipid acquired by 1750-nm OR-PAM; c Overlaid PA image of (a) and (b). d
Photography of the adipose tissue. e–f Three-dimensional rendering view of (a, b). Scale bars, 500 µm

this time window is calculated to 7.8 mm. It means in this
time window, it is sufficient to capture all PA signals in
the depth of field (~ 0.1 mm). The lateral resolution was
measured as 21.2 μm (see Fig. S1 in Additional File 1).

In the phantom study, we employed our 1930-nm ORPAM to image the ultrasound gel mixed with air bubbles, as shown in Fig. 3a. The air bubbles inside the gel
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could perform as the negative-contrast agent. Here, the
pulse energy of the 1930 nm laser was kept at 300 nJ, and
the step size is 20 μm. The PA signal was acquired at the
sampling rate of 100 MHz with averaging by four times
at each pixel. Single PA signal length is 500 points, and
the corresponding time window is 5 μs. We extracted
one A-line after averaging, computed its SNR, and performed the frequency analysis. As shown in Fig. 3b, the
A-line’s SNR could reach 19 dB and its frequency mainly
ranged from 1 to 4 MHz. We utilized our 1930-nm ORPAM system to image the salmon fish belly (Fig. 3c) and
showed its 3-D rendering view image (Fig. 3d). The pulse
energy was adjusted to 1 μJ. The step size and averaging time kept 20 μm and 4 times. From that, the muscle
texture of the salmon fish tissue could be visualized with
high contrast to the adipose region. From its B-mode
image in Fig. 3e, we found that our 1930-nm OR-PAM
had improved penetration depth up to 2.4 mm owing to
the less photon scattering in the tissue compared with
the OR-PAM operating with the visible and shorter
wavelength near-infrared lasers [24]. The improved penetration ability could facilitate the 1930-nm OR-PAM for
quantitative imaging of water content in the deep tissue.
Finally, to demonstrate that 1930-nm OR-PAM could
image the water with suppressed artifact signals from
the lipid, we utilized the previously developed 1750nm OR-PAM along with the 1930-nm OR-PAM system
to image the lipid and water in the adipose tissue, then
overlaid both PA images, as shown in Fig. 4a–c. The pulse
energy at 1750 nm and 1930 nm were set to 5 μJ and 1 μJ
respectively. The step size and averaging time kept same
as the above experiments. We used the white dash line
to highlighted three same regions in both PA images of
water and lipid, in which the lipid PA signals were strong
while the water PA signal is negligibly weak. It approved
that our 1930-nm OR-PAM could visualize the water
distribution in the complex tissue environment and suppressed the artifact signal arising from the lipid, which
was rich in many biological tissues. Figure 4e, f were the
3-D rendering view of Fig. 4a, b and showed a coincident
muscle texture of the adipose tissue.
In other related works, coherent Raman scattering
(CRS) microscopy has been developed successfully to
map the water in the tissue with micron-level spatial
resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the
fine signal-to-background ratio [25]. Nevertheless, CRS
microscopy utilizes all-optical excitation and detection, resulting in the limited penetration depth due to
the strong scattering of light inside the biological tissue. In addition, CRS microscopy requires the pico- or
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femtosecond pulse-width laser, whose expensive costs
make this technique less accessible and commercialized. Other label-free optical imaging techniques at
short-wave infrared (SWIR) wavelength region for water
imaging require expensive InGaAs and germanium
detectors, commercially available in recent years [26–
29]. Owing to the strong absorption of water at 1930 nm
(µa = 117.6cm−1), using 15-ns pulse with only sub-mJ
pulse energy, the 1930-nm OR-PAM offers absorptionbased optical contrast, acoustic penetration ability,
and an imaging sensitivity eight orders of magnitude
larger than the Raman imaging technique [14]. It could
image the water with good SNR ~ 19 dB and penetrate
up to 2.4 mm in the tissue, which is much deeper than
the Raman imaging technique as well as the visible and
near-infrared band OR-PAM due to the less photon scattering in the tissue. More importantly, the water versus
lipid PA contrast ratio at 1930 nm is 7.7–10, enabling the
1930-nm OR-PAM to image water distribution with suppressed artifact signal generating from the lipid, which
was one of the most common components in the biological tissues. Moreover, 1930-nm OR-PAM could also
operate in the epi-mode for in vivo application. To mitigate the laser attenuation, heavy water or heavy waterbased ultrasound gel could be used as the ultrasound
coupling medium [30].
In conclusion, we reported a novel high-power HOPE
at 1930 nm. The 1930-nm pulse energy was over 1.74 μJ
with a pulse repetition rate of 50 kHz and pulse width of
15 ns. With the HOPE system, we developed a vibrational
optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy system
to detect the O–H bond in the water, aqueous sample,
and biological tissue in vitro. It could image the water
distribution in the deep tissue with micron-level spatial
resolution, fine SNR, improved penetration depth, and
suppressed artifact signal. These excellent advantages
could help this technique open a broad avenue for biological research and disease diagnosis.
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